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EDITORIAL NOTE

African Journal of Geography and Regional Planning 
ISSN2736-1586 is a companion surveyed, open access 
diary that gives a discussion to the distribution of inventive 
examination articles in all parts of topography and provincial 
arranging. The diary distributes universally contributed exact 
examinations and audits of exploration on these points just 
as articles on the consequences of examination, informative 
methodologies, and book surveys. The points of the diary 
incorporate the accompanying 

To distribute articles managing all spaces of human and 
actual topography. Articles managing either the assembled 
climate or how people make, see, oversee, and impact space, 
or articles that analyze the regular habitat, and how life forms, 
environment, soil, water, and landforms deliver and associate. 

To distribute critical articles gave to the investigation of 
the grounds, the highlights, the occupants, and the marvels of 
Earth. In this sense, articles concerning spatial examination of 
the normal and the human wonders, region contemplates (spots 
and areas), investigation of the human-land relationship, and 
exploration in the Earth sciences. human geology and actual 
topography 

Articles managing the hypothetical, methodological, 
and pragmatic parts of human-climate connections are 
gladly received, alongside imaginative or interdisciplinary 
methodologies that have a mental accentuation. 

Articles committed to the distribution of examination which 
uses geographic methodologies (human, physical, nature-
society and GIScience) to determine human issues that have a 
spatial measurement. These issues might be identified with the 
evaluation, the board and portion of the 

Papers are welcomed on any topic including the use of 
topographical hypothesis and system in the goal of human 

issues. This may remember papers for the strategies, issues and 
aftereffects of natural or potentially friendly exploration, just 
as those worried about the standards, approaches and outcomes 
of asset the executives and designation. Articles are refereed 
before distribution. 

All articles distributed by this diary are made uninhibitedly 
and forever open online promptly upon distribution, without 
membership charges or enlistment obstructions. 

Writers of articles distributed in this diary are the copyright 
holders of their articles and host conceded to any third get-
together, ahead of time and in ceaselessness, the option to 
utilize, recreate or disperse articles. 

Friend survey is the framework utilized by African Journal 
of Geography and Regional Planning to evaluate the nature of 
a composition before it is distributed. Qualified scientists in the 
pertinent examination region evaluate submitted compositions 
for creativity, legitimacy and importance to assist editors with 
deciding if the original copy ought to be distributed or not. 

It’s anything but a twofold visually impaired friend audit 
framework, where the analysts of the paper will not become 
more acquainted with the character of the author(s), and the 
author(s) will not become more acquainted with the personality 
of the commentator. The upside of twofold visually impaired 
friend audit is that it disposes of predisposition.Compositions 
submitted to this diary will for the most part be looked into by 
at least two specialists who will be needed to assess whether the 
original copy is experimentally solid and cognizant, regardless 
of whether it copies previously distributed work, and whether 
the original copy is adequately clear supposed to be available 
for the public. The Editors will arrive at a choice dependent 
on these reports and, where important, they will talk with 
individuals from the Editorial Board. 

The diary is disconnected and ordered in: Citefactor, Index 
Copernicus, Academic Resource Index, WorldCat, Google 
Scholar, Rootindexing,AcademicKeys, Open J-Gate.
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